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MAR 23 1972

M.EMORANDUM FOR

Mx. Noble Melencamp
Tho White House

Attached is the final draft of the President's report
to the Congress on the Nation's activities under the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

Attachment

cc: Comsat
WH Memos
MeIencamp
DO's Chron
DO's Records
Pres
Thornell

Clay T. Whitehend
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TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

In the relatively short span of seven years, communications

by satellite has changed the world forever. We now live, ih one

very real sense, much closer to other peoples and to faraway

events.

The fast-developing science of satellite communications

must rate as one of the true marvels of the 20th century -- a

technological triumph that is bringing greater understanding to

.a world badly in need of closer ties and deeper insights.

As one might expect, the seven years since the launching

of the first communications satellite, Early Bird, have been

filled with important developments in this new field. The year

1971 was one of particular accomplishment, since it marked the

completion of two years of multilateral negotiations which

produced the governing instruments for the International Tele-

communications Satellite Consortium. When the resulting

Definitive Agreements come into force, possibly in 1972, that

will signal the start of a new era for this highly successful

organization.

It is my pleasure to report to the Congress on our activities

and accomplishments in 1971 under the Communications Satellite

Act of 1962. I am certain the Congress will share my fascination

and satisfaction with the speed in which participation in

satellite communications is spreading across the world as a

new nd constructive force among nations and peoples.

THE ii II, HOUSE,

APR FI-1972



Friday 3/10/72

3:30 Checked the White House to see how they want

the draft of the President's Annual Report on

Communications Satellite Act of 1962 submitted

to them.

Noble Melencamp' s office (Rose Anne Herold)
advised that they would like 6 copies of the report
with a transmittal memo to the President  
to the attention of Mr. Noble Melencamp.

They will then circulate it for staffing out.



Tuesday 4/4/72

11:50 Ron Geisler called to say they are getting ready

to send the 1971 Comsat Report up to the Hill and need

30 copies for transmittal.

We advised that it was our intention to have the original

returned to us so that we might print the required

number of copies. But time was so short now that

perhaps they could xerox copies for transmittal. He

said they could easily do that. Will send the original

to us for printing.

Wednesday 4/5/72

10:50 Torn Jones called to say the Comsat Report is on its way

to the Hill. They will send us a xerox of the transmittal.

Asked if they would return the original to us as we needed

that in order to have the report printed. He said they

have to retain the original there, but they would let us have

it for the printing.

We will then return it to Torn Jones for their records.

Mr. Thorne11 advises Pat has the instructions and will

check with the printer when she takes it over for printing

to see how long it will take the printer.

We will then let Mr. Jones know -- so he won't worry.
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4/6/72

3:40 Pat in Mr. Thorne11's office took the original

of the Comsat Report to the printers, who advise

they will have it printed up in about 10 days.

4/7/2

11:50 Called Tom Jones' office to let them know the above;

and that we will return the original to him as soon

as we get it back.



April 19, 1972

To: Mr. Tom Jones
The White House
Room 3 Old E013

From: Eva Daughtrey

fere is the original of the Comsat Report

returned as promised.. I apologize for the mess

the printers made of it.

We have 50 copLes of the printed report ready

for you, but Mr. Gcisler suggested sending only

5 since it had already been sent to the Hill.

If you need any additional, we'll be glad to send

them to you.

Thanks for all your help.

Enclosures

EDaughtrey 4/19/72



March 8, 1972

To: Tom
From: Abbott

Per your request, I have read the
attached draft of the President's
annual report on the Comsat Act of
1962. It is factually accurate and 0. K.

If there is time, one or two additions
might help it, such as including that
the now INTELSAT IV satellite over
the Gilbert Islands was brought into

service in time to carry the TV coverage

of the China trip. But it is fine as is.

AWashburn:ed 3/8/72

cc: Mr, Whitehead
Mr. Washburn
DORecords
DO Chron



Monday 4/5/71

3:40 Marcel Beitel in the Hous of Representatives
Clerk's office called to say they are ready to print
the Presidenr• Message on Telecommunications
(however, after talking with him found it is the
annual report for 1970 on Communications Satellite.)

They have it in page proof and want to know if
Mr. Whitehead wants to look it over before he gets it
finally printed. Their previous records showed
that Col. Olsson wanted to check it out.

Checked with Tom Jones and he said that since the
President sent it up to Congress, it would not be
possible to make any changes in it unless the President
did so; therefore, no reason for our looking it over.

cc: Mr. Thornell

223-4470
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Thursday 4 /1 /71

5:15 The Press Office said that the Comsat Annual Report was NOT released

yesterday. She has not been able to get through to San Clemente to see
whether it was released today.



12:30

Tuesday 3/30/71

Diane Sawyer called from San Clemente to say they are releasing

the 1970 "Annual Report on Activities under the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962" today.

Tom Jones called back to say this was incorrect. It is being
released tomorrow. He requested 35 copies of the Report, which
have been picked up.

cc: Mr. Lamb



THE WHi-rE housE

WA gHINGToN

March 4, 1971

TO: Eva Dauglatery

Per phone conversation.

T. Hopkins
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TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

In 1970 the activities and accomplishments of the

United States under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962

enhanced the peaceful use of outer space and fostered the

spirit of international cooperation. The International Tele-

communications Satellite Consortium has made significant

progress in the establishment of a global satellite communica-

tions system and I take this opportunity to reaffirm the

col-in...ort: of the United gt;Itcs to 0,0 Conortirrri

in this worthwhile commercial enterprise.

It is my pleasure to report to Congress, as required

by section 404 (a.) of the Communications Satellite Act, on

these activities and accomplishments.

THE WHITE HOUSE,

March 1971.
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MIMORANLUM FOR MR. JOHN ERR LICHMAN

Comsat
WI-I Memos
Ehrlichman
Chron
Pres
NSC

'This is the final draft of the President's report to the Congress
on the Nations' activities under the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962. This draft has been reviewed and approved by
the Lepartment of State and the National Security Council
Staff.

JMThornelliec/11Feb71

Clay T. Whitehead
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• OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATION IdCY

WASHINGTON
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but OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

2/11/71

CTW

DoS has given approval via telephone with
a promise of a concurrance memo and the
NSC has signed off on the report.

Attachment A to the Report has been completed
however it has not been reduced and printed
and the sheet in this draft has a minor error.

If this draft meets with your approval, it
is reacly for submission to the White House.

Thornell



Thursday 2/11/71 Comsat
W. H. Memos
Ehrlichman

3:35 Checked with Rose Ann Herold in Mr. Hopkins' Pres.
office. Since this is for submission for approval NSC
(and not a final printed copy), they suggested we State
send 5 copies over -- to Hopkins' office and they Chron
would get it to John Campbell and Peter Flanigan.
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Under Section 404(b) they submit their report to the President,
the Congress and the public all at the same time. It does
not have to come through the White House for submission by
the President. (This year's report was dated April 20, 1979.)
A copy submitted to the President would only have to be
acknowledged.

41111111111111111119
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Wednesday 7/15/70

9:20 John Campbell says there is an annual report

of Comsat which is apparently in our office --

Flanigan's office had said we had indicated on June 19th

that we would be sending it to them for Flanigan's

signature. But no one could find it.

Checked with Central Files. The June 19th letter

which Flanigan sent was an acknowledgment of a

letter to the President from Comsat sending a copy

of their annual report dated April 20, 1970 --

Tom checked it with Plummer.

In December (per Section 404(a) of the Communications

Satellite Act of 1962), the President has to submit his

report to the Congress on the activities and accomplishments

under the Communications Satellite Act — Plurruner's office

has always worked with Comsat in preparing the report for

the President.





June 3, 1970

My acar Mr. Presiclent:

PurmuInt to the Comunl.cations S ftc 11  to
Act of 1902 (Title 4, Section 404(b)), I am
herewith submitting the Aryoual Y.;(:To:ct on tio

activities of the Communications Satellite

Corportion-

The P*.cciaent
The White Uouse

Washington, 1). C.

RCSpOCUUlly yOUKS,

N. Jopeph V. Chary);.•,
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C-d-N"'t-z1-6.1

February 19, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR BOBBIE GREENE

Regarding Mr. Plummer's objection to the Keogh draft
letter forwarding this Annual Report of the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962, I have two comments:

1. 'The technical correction In the first paragraph
prepared by tv:r. Pilule/tier is correct and should be aillopted.

2. It would be appropriate to mention the INTELSAT
Consortium in the President's letter, but not nearly to the
extent that Plummer proposes. I suggest Mr. Keogh merely
tatagirats the word INTELSAT somewh,ere in the second
paragraph of his draft In a way that reflects on the success
of the INTELSAT effort. It would be decidedly Inappropriate,
however, to include any referesice to the internal workings of
INTELSAT or the International Conference that is now ander
way.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhiteheacLed

Clay T. Whitt/12404
Staff Assistant
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAF.,;HINGTON

February 18, 3970

PETER FLANIGAN',

DR. KISSINGER

BILL TIMMONS

Attached at Tab A. you will find a transmittal. letter to Congress

for the Annual Report of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

This letter was prepared by Mr. Keogh.

At Tab 13 you will find a memorandum from W. E. Plummer,

Acting Director of the Office of Telecommunications Management.

Plummer objects to the elimination from the transmittal letter

of a reference to the INTELSAT Consortium or the INTELSAT global

system. A reference was included in the draft text submitted by
the Office of Telecommunications Management before revision
by Mr. Keogh. That initial, draft may be found at Tab C.

Would you approve or disapprove the inclusion of a reference to

the INTELSAT Consortium or the INTELSAT global system in the

letter of transmittal to Congress? Please respond by Friday, February 20
at 10:00 a. m.

Thank you.

BOBBIE GREENE
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Or 1CL OF TELECOM,',iUNICAT IONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

Da;c: February 12, 1970

Subic ct:

To:

Annual Report on Activities and Accomplishment's under the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962

Mr. William J. Hopkins

A xerox copy of the letter of transmittal of the subject report which
was signed by President Nixon was provided this office February 11.
It is noted that this version of the letter of transmittal is substantially
different than the draft provided you in our original submission on
the 19th of January.. Unfortunately, the text of the version prepared
in the White House is not technically accurate with respect to the
use of satellite communications during the - President's conversation
with the astronauts on the surface- of the Moon. Accordingly, a
revised version using the basic format of the letter signed by the
President and which is technically accurate is attached for appro-
priate use.

We also note that the letter of transmittal does not contain reference
to the INTELSAT Consortium or the INTELSAT global system. In
view of the pending international negotiations with our partners from
72 nations, we feel that such an omission in the President's letter
to the Congress could be interpreted unfavorably by our partners
in the Consortium. If it is agreed to insert references to the
INTELSAT Consortium and its global system, text can be found in
the original draft furnished to you on January 19,

W. IC. Plummer
Acting Director-

Attachment



' TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

. On...july 30, 1969, from the Oval Office in ,the White House, I

spoke by telephone with Neil Armstrong and Edi.n Aldrin on the

surface of the Moon. This historic e-vent-N-v.a.s. simultaneously

televised to the world through the medium of communication satellites.

Under Section 404(a) of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, I

am sending to the Congress this seventh report on the program that

helped bring this historic event to millions of people throughout the

world.

t
‘,1 Communications between Earth and the Moon, while certainly

J '

thC most dramatic use, is only one of many ways in which satellite
`-.

1-4 o
N communications can now be employed., This report reflects the

-", ••

fteady progress being made toward an improved global communications

•• I •
network. Already we see major improvements in international

telecommunications capabilities — improvements that will uRimately

benefit all of the world's people.

The Communications Satellite Act speaks of the contribution

to be made to "world peace and understanding" by a commercial

communicatio.ns satellite system. Just as this technology has enabled

men to speak to each other across the boundary of outer space, so,

I am convinced, satellite communications will in future years help men

to understand one another better across boundaries of a political,

linguistic and social nature. World peace and understandin'g are go -...1s

worthy of this new and exciting means of communication.



TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNI
TED STATES

There have been many significant 
accomplishments in commerical

satellite communications during t
he 1960's. These include important

milestones:

Demonstration of the feasibility of sate
llite

communications for practical uses;

Enactment of the Communications Sat
ellite Act of

1962;

Establishment Of the Communications Sat
ellite

'Corporation;

ea.tion of the Inte.-rnational Teleconlrnunications

• Satellite .Consortium (INT.I.,:sLSA'1);and

Establishment and operation of a Global 
Commerical

-Communications Satellite Systen.l.

These unprecedented achievemen
ts were facilitated by the policy

of the United States to make the service
s attainable through communi-

cations satellite technology availabl
e to the nations of the world.

• The outstanding success of INTELS
AT is the product of enlightened

, international cooperation between the 
participating member nations

of the Consortium. Through this coope
rative effort was created the

INT.ELSAT system which is today prov
iding international telecom-

munication s'ervices to much of the world
.

The rapid progress toward establi
shment of the global system and

the accelerated application of ad
vanced technology have demonstrated

the basic soundness of the instituti
onal arrangements in the interim

multilateral agreement. This progress has been the result of

INTELSAT's effective decision maki
ng performance and COMS..A..T's

accomplishments in planning and executio
n, as Manager for INTELS.AT.

These achievements are a tribute to hu
man creativity and international

cooperation in surmounting the substan
tial impediments (technical,

social, political and economic) normally e
ncountered in the introduction

of a new technology.

The full impact of our progress was gr
aphically portrayed when I sat

in The White House in July and talked to 
Neil Armstrong and

Edwin Aldrin on the surface of the Mo
on, an experience shared with

people throughout the world through the 
medium of satellite communi-

cations.



The challenges ahead are
 address further the compl

ex

• factors facing modern 
socici:y and to formulate 

meaningful

• national and internat
ional policy to exploit the

 growing opportunities

offered by satellite c
ommunications technology.

 A specific ta:1(

•.ahead for the United Sta
tes is the successful co

mpletion of the

. INTELSAT Conference
 in 1970 leading to a Mult

ilateral„agreemcnt

on Definitive Arrangemen
ts'.. The Objective of t

he United States

in this regard is to bu
ild upon the achievement

s of the Consortium

since the Interim Arran
gements were establishe

d in 1964.

• Under section 404(a
) of the Communications S

atellite Act of 196k,

I am transmitting to
 the Congress this seventh

 report on the

• national program, which
 is successfully advancing

 satellite

communications technolog
y. This report reflects the st

eady

progress being made towa
rd implementing the poli

cy declared by

the. Congress in the Act
 to establish, as expediti

ously as possiblb,

a commercial communicat
ions satellite system, as 

part of an

improved global communica
tio_ris network. Already we see major

• improvements in interna
tional telecommunication

 capabilities

• which arc providing si
gnificant benefits for all p

eoples.'

THE WHITE 'HOUSE

January 1970

vi

RICHARD NIXON
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INTRODUCTION

When the Congress of the United States established the Communi-

catiorsSatellite Act of 1962, a global communications system utilizing

satellites was a long term adventurous scientific plan. Through the

dedication of both governments and industry the communications satellite

network has progressed through infancy in experiments, adolescence

with limited operational capability to maturity with a reliable global

satellite communications system. Evident in this mature phase is the

transition into the world of economics and long term institutional arrange-

ments. Accordingly, the emphasis in the satellite communications

community is shifting from the scientific entleavor to increasing the

reliability of the network, maximizing the economic benefits, and seeking

to establish the required institutional arrangements.

During 1970 progress continued to be made by INTELSAT in

establishing and operating the global commercial communications

satellite system as evidenced by the successful launching of two

INTELSAT III series satellites; the development and delivery to the

launch site of the first INTELSAT IV satellite; the initiation of commercial

operation of 10 new earth station antennas; and a 56% increase in capability

utilization of the INTELSAT network. Additionally, seven nations

joined the INTELSAT consortium bringing the total membership to 77.

A progress chart showing the various programs contributing to the
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establishment of commercial communications satellite services

is shrn in Appendix A. Thc lac:at:lc::: of the satellites and t;ai.t.:,

stations of the Global System are shown in Appendix B.

Under Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970, which was approved

by Congress on April 20, 1970, the Office of Telecommunications

Policy was established by Executive Order No. 11556 on September 4,

1970. The President has delegated certain responsibilities assigned

to him by the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 to the Director of

the Office of Telecommunications Policy. This delegation of responsi-

bility is, in fact, a recognition of the importance of telecommunications

to national growth and international cooperation. Recognizing the

dynamic nature of technology applicable to the satellite communications

network and the ever-increasing requirements for international communi-

cations services, the Office of Telecommunications Policy will continu-

ously review the Communications Satellite Act for current applicability,

and when necessary, recommendations for legislative modification will

be proposed.

There have been major technical and institutional accomplishments

since enactment of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. These

have provided improved international telecommunications. The goals

established by the Congress have been largely achieved--far more

rapidly than was expected. Major milestones in the development of the

global system include:
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-- Establishment of the Communications Satellite

Corporation in February '9‘)3;

-- The International Agreement Establishing Int
erim

Arrangements for a Global Commercial Commun
i-

cations Satellite System on August 20, 1964;

-- Operation of the first commercial communication
s

satellite (EARLY BIRD) June 1965; and

-- Achievement of global coverage by the INTE LSAT

System in July 1969.

In evaluating this progress, it is noted that 
not only advanced

nations but also many developing countries have 
planned and installed

earth stations to utilize satellite communicatio
ns. The establis1.-.1-..ent

of the space segment and growth in numbers of e
arth stations have

provided for the first time, particularly in the 
developing areas of the

world, high quality, reliable, and reasonably p
riced international

telecommunication services. Additionally, international distribution

of live television programs has become routine.

The progress which has been achieved with the f
irst three generations

of commercial communication satellites represents
 a profoundly important

step toward a new order of worldwide corrim
unications. This progress

enhances the process of establishing worldwide
 interconnection of all

modes of telecommunication and thereby incr
eases the enrichment of

mankind through the sharing of knowledge.
 Future accomplishments will



0
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be limited only by the imagination of the nations participating in this

challeing peaceful venture in sp.t...e.
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II

NATIONAL _^_f_"!ITITITIES

The keynote of the United States' activities in satellite communi-

cations is the mutual support and cooperation demonstrated by the

United States government-industry team and the member nations of

INTELSAT. These joint efforts enabled INTELSAT to move rapidly

toward its goals of establishing a successful international commercial

enterprise, and of increasing the participation of the partner nations

in research, development and manufacture in this new field of technology.

The following is a summary of significant activities during 1970:

Federal Coordination and Planning

The Office of Telecommunications Policy and the Department of

State, in coordination with the Federal Communications Commission,

continued active participation in fulfilling Executive Branch responsi-

bilities assigned to the President by the Communications Satellite Act

of 1962.

The principal activities in this functional area during the year

included:

-- Providing policy guidance to COMSAT, in its capacity as the

United States representative in meetings of the Interim

Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) of INTELSAT.
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-- Participating in the work of the United States Delegatiun

to the Resumed Plenipotentiary Conference on Definitive

Arrangements for the International Telecommunications

Satellite Consortium (convened on February 16, 1970) and

in the Intersessional Working Group, established by the

Conference, which met three times during the year.

-- Maintaining continuous review of all significant phases of

the development and operation of the gl obal system i
ncluding

activities of the Communications Satellite Corporation,

particularly with regard to INTELSAT III and IV satellites.

MD dm& Helping attain efficient use of the electromagnetic spectrum

and technical compatibility of communications satellite

systems with existing telecommunications facilities.

-- Collaborating with other interested agencies and departments

(including the Department of Transportation, the Federal

Aviation Administration, and the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration) in national planning and development

of policy with regard to use of satellites for aeronautical

purposes.

Federal Support 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
continued

to provide launch vehicles and launch services on a reimburs
able basis,



to enable COMSAT, serving as manager for INTELSAT, to place

sateintes into transfer orbit; and is,. ovided technical advice and

assistance to COMSAT, as well as technical advice to the Federal

Communications Commission.

The principal activities performed by NASA in this functional

area during the year included:

-- Launching additional INTELSAT III series satellites.

-- Participating in extensive design reviews of the INTELSAT IV

spacecraft at Hughes Aircraft Company, the spacecraft

contractor, and reporting the results in detail to the FCC.

-- Participating in the investigation of the cause of the launch

failure of the INTELSAT III, F-8 mission.

— Conducting spacecraft flight readiness review for each

INTELSAT III launch conducted and reporting the results

to the FCC.

Other Activities Relating to Satellite Communications

During 1970, various government departments and agencies engaged

in a number of other activities relating directly to their responsibilities

and activities under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. These

included the following:

Pre •aration for the World Administrative Radio Conference

A World Administrative Radio Conference on Space Tele-

communications will be held in Geneva in the summer of 1971 under the
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auspices of the International Telecotrimunicati
on Union (ITU). National

prepardtion for this conference coaued thr
oughout the year un--r

joint auspices of the Office of Telecommuni
cations Policy, the Federal

Communications Commission and the Depar
tment of State. Participation

in the preparatory work by Federal Governm
ent agencies and industry

has resulted in U.S. proposals aimed at me
eting radio spectrum needs

of both domestic and international communicat
ions satellite systems as

well as other applications of space technology.

Radio Interference and Propagation Program

A radio interference and propagation progr
am, directed at

solving problems of stationary orbit positions 
and frequency spectrum

allocatlons was initiated early in 10. The 
program is a joint erfort

of the Office of Telecommunications Policy, the
 National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, the Federal Communi
cations Commission, and

the Department of Commerce.

Ground-to-ground interference and pr
opagation experiments

were initiated during 1970 with satellite-to-g
round experiments being

planned. Experimental data is particularly impo
rtant since it is not

certain that frequency sharing criteria prev
iously adopted by international

organizations can be applied without chan
ges as the number of satellites

and earth stations and the services they p
rovide increase, particularly

in areas of dense deployment of surfac
e radio relay systems. Experi-

mental data and theoretical models must be
 provided prior to the June 1971

World Administrative Radio Conferenc
e on Space Telecommunications.
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THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SATELLITE CONSORTIUM (INTELSAT) 

Membership 

During 1970 INTELSAT again expanded in membership and in

the volume of services satellites provide. The accession of 
seven

countries brought total membership in the consortium to 77. The

new members are the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Dominican

Republic, Ecuador, Senegal, Trinidad and Tobago, Yugoslavia and

Zambia. On the basis of current quotas allocated, Bolivia, Costa Rica,

El Salvador, Honduras and Paraguay may accede at any time.

he continued high growth rate of services provided by the global

satellite system affirms the success or the enterprise to date and the

potential of satellite communications in international communication
s.

Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) 

As governing body of the INTELSAT organization, the ICSC conti
nued

to plan and direct the development and operation of th
e global system.

Notable accomplishments during the year were:

-- Approval of the INTELSAT IV tracking, telemetry and

command arrangements.

-- Approval of the operational use of the SPADE demand

assignment mode with the space segment.
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-- Approval of new earth stations to work with t
he space

segment of the global sy7m.

-- Approval of launch arrangements and contra
cts relating

to INTELSAT III and IV series satelli
tes.

— Continuing review and revision of conting
ency plans for

operation of the space segment of the g
lobal system.

-- Reduction of space segment charges ef
fective January 1, 1971.

-- Renewal of allotment agreements b
etween the British Post

Office and COMSAT providing for con
tinuing requirements

of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration.

-- Approval of the INTELSAT Research a
nd Development Budget

including COMSAT Labs aiid other contr
actors.

-- Adoption of policy with regard to the us
e of INTELSAT •inventions

and data for other than INTELSAT applicatio
ns.

Reduction of charges for multidestination telev
ision.

Definitive Arrangements for INTELSAT 

Following four weeks of deliberations
 at the Plenipotentiary level

and three subsequent meetings of its Pr
eparatory Committee in 1969,

the Plenipotentiary Conference on Defi
nitive Arrangements for the

International Telecommunications Satell
ite Consortium resumed work

in a five-week session from Feb
ruary 16 to March 20, 1970. Major

progress resulted from a compromi
se proposal designed to resolve

questions relating to (1) the managem
ent of the organization; (2) the
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basis of investment; (3) the structure of the organization; and (4) voting

in th:„ Doard of Governors. The ijnference established an 3-nt(.1,-ssional

Working Group which met three times in Washington later in the year

and at the conclusion of these meetings, the Intersessional Working

Group has developed recommended texts of nearly all of the articles

of the proposed intergovernmental agreement and operating agreement.

The Plenipotentiary Conference is now scheduled to reconvene

in Washington, D.C., in 1971 to consider the recommendations of the

Intersessional Working Group and to complete work on definitive arrange-

ments for INTELSAT.

••
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Iv

_Imam= IN ESTABLISHING AND flPERATING THE GLOBAL
 S TSTEM

Introduction 

The global commercial satellite syst
em has grown steadily since

operations began in June 1965. The introdu
ction of larger-capacity

satellites, has enabled INTELSAT to meet the
 expanding requirements

for all types of telecommunications service
s. In addition, the rapidly

growing number of earth stations in the global s
ystem has greatly

increased the flexibility and effectiveness of this 
system.

An overview of the progress made by INTELSAT 
toward establish-

ing and operating the global system is shown in 
Appendices A and B of

this report.

Background

The INTELSAT system is based on the 
deployment of a relatively

few high-performance geostationary comm
unications satellites so located

in orbit as to provide essentially global co
verage. The specific configura-

tion of the global system is achieved by 
placing the individual satellites

so as to optimize the coverage in (a) th
e Atlantic Ocean Basin, (b) the

Pacific Ocean Basin and (c) the Indian Ocea
n Basin. All currently active

satellites have multiple access capabilities 
which enable earth stations

of many nations to use a single satellite 
simultaneously.
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Operational Satellites

During 1970, NASA launched 4 hree INTELSAT III series c.:.tollites

for COMSAT: the F-6 in January, the F-7 in April, and the F-8 in July.

However, due to a failure during the operation of its on-boar
d propulsion

system, the F-8 did not achieve synchronous orbit. Both the F-6 and F-7

satellites were placed in commercial service over the
 Atlantic Ocean.

Other satellites providing commercial service at
 the close of the year

included INTELSAT III (F-4) and INTELSAT II (F-4)
 both positioned

over the Pacific Ocean, and INTELSAT III (F-3) p
ositioned over the

Indian Ocean.

Launch Results and Operational Status of all INTELSA
T Satellites 

The launch results and the operational status, as
 of DeceiiLlier 31,

1970, of all of the satellites launched for the global commer
cial satellite

system are as follows:

INTELSAT I (Early Bird)

Launched April 6, 1965 and placed in service over the

Atlantic Ocean. Placed in reserve on January 20, 1969;

last used on August 21, 1969. It is still operable, but

cannot be maintained on station. Its future utility has,

therefore, been diminished.

INTELSAT II Series

F-1: Launched on October 26, 1966, but failed to

achieve synchronous orbit due to malfunction

of on-board propulsion system (apogee motor).
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F-2: Launched on January 11, 1967, and placed in

service over the Pacif:._ Ocean. Not in com-

mercial service.

F-3: Launched on March 22, 1967, and placed in

service over the Atlantic Ocean. All systems

are operational, but is presently on reserve.

This satellite was used from July 4-11 and

Nov. 26-Dec. 2 when INTELSAT III (F-6)

experienced antenna trouble.

F-4: Launched on September 27, 1967, and placed in

service over the Pacific Ocean. Not in com-

mercial service.

INTELSAT III Series

F-1: Launched on September 18, 1968, but failed to

achieve orbit due to a launch vehicle malfunction.

F-2: Launched on December 18, 1968, and placed in service

over the Atlantic Ocean. Ceased operation on June 29,

1969; resumed operation August 1, 1969. Ceased

operation again on May 24, 1970, and is no longer

considered usable. The operational difficulties were

due to stalling of the rotating antenna shaft.

F-3: Launched on February 5, 1969, and originally placed

in service over the Pacific Ocean and then repositioned
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over the Indian Ocean where it is presently

providing commercial service.

F-4: Launched on May 21, 1969, and placed in servi
ce

over the Pacific Ocean where it is presently

providing commercial service.

F-5: Launched on July 25, 1969, but failed to achi
eve

orbit due to a launch vehicle malfunction.

F-6: Launched on January 14, 1970, and placed in

service over the Altantic Ocean. The rotating

antenna shaft stalled on July 4, 1970, and the

satellite was restored to full service by July 11,

1970. The antenna shalL stalled again on

November 26, 1970, and the satellite was resto
red

to full service by December 2, 1970. This

satellite is presently fully operational.

F-7: Launched on April 22, 1970, and plac
ed in

service over the Atlantic Ocean.

F-8: Launched July 23, 1970, but failed to achi
eve

synchronous orbit due to a malfunction which

occurred during the firing of the on-board

propulsion system (apogee motor).

There have been a total of 13 launches of INTELSAT satellit
es in

the period from April 6, 1965, 
to December 31, 1970. The percentage
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of failure (did not achieve synchronous orbit) is 30.8%. The percentage

for this limited experience is sornev.that higher than the prcdictzd 25%.

Advanced Satellites

The first of the next generation of satellite, the INTELSAT IV

series, is scheduled for launch in January 1971. Preparation of the

Atlas-Centaur vehicle to be used for the launch was begun at thc launch

site (Eastern Test Range) in November 1970.

The first INTELSAT IV satellite is planned to be placed in

synchronous orbit over the Atlantic Ocean. The second and third

INTELSAT IV satellites are presently planned for launch in the third

and fourth quarters of 1971, respectively.

Satelhie Operational Capabilities 

There has been a substantial growth in the capacity and improvement

in performance characteristics of the INTELSAT satellites since the

first generation spacecraft. The principal features and operational

capabilities of the various types of INTELSAT satellites are shown in

Appendix C.

Tracking, Telemetry and Command 

Overall operational control of the INTELSAT system is accomplished

by specialized stations which perform tracking, telemetry, and command

(TT &C) functions. The TT&C stations are operated under lease or

other arrangements with INTELSAT,
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The four TT&C stations, spaced around the world, are at

Andov:r, Maine; Fucino, Italy; C7:-:-.arvon, Australia; and Paw-7.1u,

Hawaii.

Earth Stations 

During 1970, the following 10 new earth station antennas were

placed into commercial operation:

Atlantic Ocean Region: Choconta, Columbia; Thermopylae,

Greece, and Camatagua, Venezuela.

Pacific Ocean Region: Kum San, Korea, and Bartlett, Alaska.

Indian Ocean Region: Kuantan, Malaysia; Sri Racha, Thailand

(second antenna); Buitrago, Spain (second antenna); Fucino, Italy

(second antenna), and Longorot, Kenya.

At the close of the year, 51 earth station antennas were in operation

at 43 earth stations in 30 countries. Approximately 70 antennas at 58

earth stations in 43 countries are expected to be in operation by the end

of 1971.

Utilization of the INTELSAT System

The growth in utilization of the INTELSAT system from the first

year of operation in 1965 through 1970, and estimates of 1971 utilization,

are shown in Table 1. The number of full-time leased two-way circuits,

for voice and record service, has increased from 75 in 1965 to 2129

at the end of 1970. The latter figure represents a 50 percent increase

over the previous year. Global television time in the INTELSAT system
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has also steadily increased from 40 half-channel hours in 1965 to

appruirnately 997 half-channel hours in 1970.



A

fl

Year Ending 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

(Estima

Number of Full-

Time Leased Two-

way Voice Circuits

(all classes of

terminals) 75 86 344 560 1416

Television Time

(Half-Channel hours)

Transmit 40 76 225 666 779

Receive 40 76 225 706 1047

TA EL F.', 1

GROWTH LN: UTILIZATION

THE INTELSAT SYSTEM

2129

997

1431

4135

1050

1).480
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Use of Communications Satellite Sc-rvice by NASA 

The use of commercial sateliii.e communications service lay

NASA began in February 1967, being first used for direct communi-

cations to the Apollo stations. The use of INTELSAT service continued

through 1970 and is now used throughout the space tracking and control

networks.

The NASA Communications System, used for tracking and control

circuits to each NASA tracking station, has taken advantage of the large

bandwidths provided by INTELSAT satellites. In 1970 NASA began

operational use of the first transatlantic wideband satellite circuit to

Madrid, Spain. Expanded use of this type service as it becomes available

on a global basis, will enable the st;:-...ce tracking and control systems

to operate in a more efficient and economical manner.

Worldwide television coverage via communications satellite was

given to the dramatic recovery of the astronauts on the aborted Apollo 13

mission.

Special Events 

The unique capability of communication satellites to transmit live

television broadcasts across the oceans was demonstrated again throughout

1970. Various important public affairs events of worldwide interest were

relayed via INTELSAT satellites, including: President Nixon's visit to

Europe, Vice President Agnew's visit to Japan, Prime Minister Wilson's
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visit to the United States, French President Pompidou's visit to the

United States, Indonesian President Ruharto's visit to the Uniterl states,

the furAeral of former French Presitivnt de Gaulle, the funeral of

Egyptian President Nasser, the visit of the Pope to the Far East,

the Pope's celebration in Rome of Easter Mass and of Christmas Mass,

the signing of a Russian-German agreement, the Mideast crisis, aircraft

skyjacking, the Apollo 13 mission, and a number of sports events of

international interest.
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SUMMAR

(Opportunities and Challenges

The first operational commercial communications satellite was

deployed to meet expanding telecommunication requirements in the

North Atlantic region. This original service was available only between

North America and Western Europe, and then only between two earth

stations at any given time. Subsequent operational satellites (INTELSAT

U's and ill's) are providing multipoint communications in the Atlantic,

Pacific and Indian Ocean regions to those nations with earth stations,

thereby assuring them efficient, economical, direct access to the

global system.

Up to 1970, the effort has been to establish the global system by

deploying communications satellites and encouraging nations to build

earth stations. Now that the system has been established, there is a

need to improve its overall system reliability by providing appropriate

system redundancy and increasing the individual reliability performance

of the earth stations.

There is an opportunity to promote the early utilization of advancing

technology which will bring the benefits of direct access to the global

system within the economic means of any nation desiring such access.

A system is currently under development at COMSAT Laboratories that
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will allow the nations with relatively low channel requirement to u
se

the girmn] system on an economicai oasis by utilization of a rela.i.
ively

few channels in the INTELSAT IV satellite that are assigned on an

instantaneous demand basis.

An important unfinished task ahead is to reach agreement amo
ng

partners on the Definitive Arrangements for INTELSAT. The Uni
ted

States' objective is to build upon the solid accomplishments of the

Consortium since the Interim Arrangements were established in 1964.

Many opportunities are presented to the nation in bringing the

benefits of communications to mankind. In meeting this challenge, the

United States continues to support the global commercial communicatio
ns

satellit.es system which is made av41.1able to all nations--large small,

developed and developing—on a non-discriminatory basis by the International.

Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT).
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TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

In 1970 the activities and accomplishments of the United Statee

under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 enhanced the

peaceful use of outer space and fostered the spirit of international

cooperation. The International Telecommunications Satellite

Consortium has made significant progress in the establishment of

a global satellite communications system and I take this opportunity

to reaffirm the commitment of the United States to support the

Consortium in this worthwhile commercial enterprise.

It is my pleasure to report to Congress, as required by section 404

(a) of the Communications Satellite Act, on these activities and

accomplishments.

THE WHITE HOUSE
February 1971

RICHARD NIXON



INTRODUCTION

When the Congress of the United States established the Communi-

cations Satellite Act of 1962, a global communications system
utilizing satellites was an adventurous technological endeavor.
Through the dedication of both government and industry the
communications satellite network has progressed from experimental
infancy, through marginally operational adolescence, to current
maturity of a reliable global satellite communications system. In

this transitional process, the emphasis has gradually shifted from
technical innovation to improved system reliability, reduction in
user cost and establishment of long term institutional arrangements.

During 1970 progress continued to be made by INTELSAT in
establishing and operating the global commercial communications
satellite system as evidenced by the successful launching of two

INTELSAT III series satellites; the development and delivery to
the launch site of the first INTELSAT IV satellite; the initiation of

commercial operation of ten new earth station antennas; and a 50%
increase in utilization of the INTELSAT network. Additionally, seven
nations joined the INTELSAT Consortium bringing the total member-

ship to 77.

Under Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970, which was approved by

Congress on April 20, 1970, the Office of Telecommunications Policy
was established. Executive Order No. 11556, signed on September 4,
1970 transferred the delegation of certain responsibilities assigned to
the President by the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 to the
Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy. The dynamic
nature of satellite communications technology and the ever-increasing
requirements for international communications services require
constant review of our communications policies and institutions. The
Office of Telecommunications Policy will, on a continuing basis,
assess the current and future suitability of the Communications Satellite
Act. Recommendations for legislative modification will be proposed
if desirable.



There have been major technical and institutional accomplishments
since enactment of the Act. We have come a long way toward im-
proved international telecommunications. The goals established
by the Congress have been largely achieved -- far more rapidly
than was expected. Major milestones in the development of the
global system include:

-- Establishment of the Communications Satellite
Corporation in February 1963;

-- The International Agreement Establishing Interim
Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communi-
cations Satellite System on August 20, 1964;

-- Operation of the first commercial communications
satellite (EARLY BIRD) June 1965; and

-- Achievement of global coverage by the INTELSAT
System in July 1969.

In evaluating this progress, it is important to note that not only
advanced nations but also many developing countries have planned
and installed earth stations to utilize satellite communications.
The establishment of the space segment and the growing numbers
of earth stations have provided for the first time, particularly in
the developing areas of the world, high quality, reliable, and
reasonably priced international telecommunication services.
Additionally, international distribution of live television programs
has become routine.

The progress which has been achieved with the first three generations
of commercial communication satellites represents a profoundly
important step toward a new order of worldwide communications.
Future accomplishments will be limited only by the imagination of
the nations participating in this challenging peaceful venture in space.
We can take great satisfaction that the technology and cooperative
international leadership of the United States has made this possible.
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NATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

The keynote of the United States' activities in satellite communi-

cations is the mutual support and cooperation demonstrated by

the United States government-industry team and the member

nations of INTELSAT. These joint efforts enabled INTELSAT to

move rapidly toward its goals of establishing a successful inter-

national commercial enterprise, and of increasing the participation

of the partner nations in research, development and manufacture in

this new field of technology.

The following is a summary of significant activities during 1970:

Federal Coordination and Planning 

The Office of Telecommunications Policy and the Department of

State, in coordination with the Federal Communications Commission,

continued active participation in fulfilling Executive Branch responsi-

bilities assigned to the President by the Communications Satellite Act

of 1962.

The principal activities in this functional area during the year included:

-- Providing policy guidance to COMSAT in its capacity

as the United States representative in meetings of the

Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC)

of INTELSAT.

-- Participating in the work of the United States Delegation

to the Resumed Plenipotentiary Conference on Definitive

Arrangements for the International Telecommunications

Satellite Consortium (convened on February 16, 1970) and

in the Intersessional Working Group, established by the

Conference, which met three times during the year.

-- Maintaining continuous review of all significant phases of

the development and operation of the global system in-

cluding activities of the Communications Satellite Corporation,

particularly with regard to INTELSAT III and IV satellites.
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-- Helping attain efficient use of the electromagnetic

spectrum and technical compatibility of communi-

cations satellite systems with existing telecommuni-

cations facilities.

Federal Support

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) continued

to provide launch vehicles and launch services on a reimbursable

basis, to enable COMSAT, serving as manager for INTELSAT, to

place satellites into transfer orbit; and provided technical advice

and assistance to COMSAT, as well as technical advice to the Federal

Communications Commission.

The principal activities performed by NASA in this functional area

during the year included:

-- Launching additional INTELSAT III series satellites.

-- Participating in extensive design reviews of the

INTELSAT IV spacecraft at Hughes Aircraft Company,

the spacecraft contractor, and reporting the results in

detail to the FCC.

-- Participating in the investigation of the cause of the

launch failure of the INTELSAT III, F-8 mission.

-- Conducting spacecraft flight readiness review for each

INTELSAT III launch conducted and reporting the results

to the FCC.

Other Activities Relating to Satellite Communications 

During 1970, various government departments and agencies engaged

in a number of other activities relating to satellite communications.

These included the following:
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Preparation for the World Administrative Radio Conference 

A World Administrative Radio Conference on Space Telecommuni-

cations will be held in Geneva in the summer of 1971 under the

auspices of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

National preparation for this conference continued throughout the

year under joint auspices of the Office of Telecommunications Policy,

the Federal Communications Commission and the Department of State.

Participation in the preparatory work by Federal Government agencies

and industry has resulted in U. S. proposals aimed at meeting radio

spectrum needs of both domestic and international communications

satellite systems as well as other applications of space technology.

Radio Interference and Propagation Program

A radio interference and propagation program, directed at solving

problems of stationary orbit positions and frequency spectrum alloca-

tions was initiated early in 1970. The program is a joint effort of

the Office of Telecommunications Policy, the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, the Federal Communications Commission,

and the Department of Commerce. Ground-to-ground interference and

propagation experiments were initiated during 1970 with satellite-to-

ground experiments being planned.

H.I

THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SATELLITE CONSORTIUM (INTELSAT) 

Membership

During 1970 INTELSAT again expanded in membership and in the

volume of services satellites provide. The accession of seven

countries brought total membership in the Consortium to 77. The

new members are the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the

Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Senegal, Trinidad and Tobago, Yugoslavia

and Zambia. On the bais of current quotas allocated, Bolivia,

Costa Rica, El Salvador, Honduras the Islamic Republic of Mauritania

and Paraguary may accede at any time.
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The continued high growth rate of services provided by the global

satellite system affirms the success of the enterprise to date and

the potential of satellite communications in international communi-

cations.

Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) 

As governing body of the INTELSAT organization, the ICSC continued
to plan and direct the development and operation of the global system.

Notable accomplishments during the year were:

-- Approval of the INTELSAT IV tracking, telemetry and

command arrangements.

-- Approval of the operational use of the SPADE, demand

assignment mode with the space segment.

-- Approval of new earth stations to work with the space

segment of the global system.

-- Approval of launch arrangements and contracts relating

' to INTELSAT III and IV series satellites.

-- Continuing review and revision of contingency plans for

operation of the space segment of the global system.

-- Reduction of space segment charges effective January 1, 1971.

-- Renewal of allotment agreements between the British Post

Office and COMSAT providing for continuing requirements

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

-- Approval of the INTELSAT Research and Development

budget including COMSAT Labs and other contractors.

-- Adoption of policy with regard to the use of INTELSAT

inventions and data for other than INTELSAT applications.

-- Reduction of charges for multidestination television.



Definitive Arrangements for INTELSAT

Following four weeks of deliberations at th?, Plenipotentiary level

and three subsequent meetings of its Preparatory Committee in

1969, the Plenipotentiary Conference on Definitive Arrangements

for the International Telecommunications Satel lite Consortium .

resumed work in a five-week session from February 16 to March 20,

1970. Major progress resulted from a proposal designed to resolve

questions relating to (1) the management of the organization; (2) the

basis of investment; (3) the structure of the organization; and

(4) voting in the Board of Governors. The Conference established

an Intersessional Working Group which met three times in Washington

later in the year and at the conclusion of these meetings, the Inter-

sessional Working Group has developed recommended texts of nearly

all of the articles of the proposed intergovernmental agreement and

operating agreement.

The Plenipotentiary Conference is now scheduled to reconvene in

Washington, D. C. , in 1971 to consider the recommendations of the

Intersessional Working Group and to complete work on defintive

arrangements for INTELSAT.

IV

PROGRESS IN ESTABLISHING AND OPERATING THE GLOBAL SYSTEM

Introduction 

The global commercial satellite system has grown steadily since

operations began in June 1965. The introduction of larger-capacity

satellites has enabled INTELSAT to meet the expanding requirements

for all types of telecommunications services. In addition, the rapidly

growing number of earth stations in the global system has greatly

increased the flexibility and effectiveness of this system.

An overview of the progress made by INTELSAT toward establishing

and operating the global system is shown in Appendices A and B of

this report.
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Background

The INTELSAT system is based on the deployment of a relatively

few high-performance geostationary communications satellites

so located in orbit as to provide essentially global coverage. The

specific configuration of the global system is achieved by placing

the individual satellites so as to optimize the coverage in (a) the

Atlantic Ocean Basin, (b) the Pacific Ocean Basin and (c) the Indian

Ocean Basin. All currently active satellites have multiple access

capabilities which enable earth stations of many nations to use a

single satellite simultaneously.

Operational Satellites

During 1970, NASA launched three INTELSAT III series satellites

for COMSAT: the F-6 in January, the F-7 in April, and the F-8 in

July. However, due to a failure during the operation of its on-board

propulsion system, the F-8 did not achieve synchronous orbit. Both

the F-6 and F-7 satellites were placed in commercial service over

the Atlantic Ocean. Other satellites providing commercial service

at the close of the year included INTELSAT III (F-4) and INTELSAT II

(F-4) both positioned over the Pacific Ocean, and INTELSAT III (F-3)

positioned over the Indian Ocean.

Launch Results and Operational Status of all INTELSAT Satellites

The launch results and the operational status, as of December 31, 1970,

of all of the satellites launched for the global commercial satellite

system are as follows:

INTELSAT I (Early Bird)

Launched April 6, 1965 and placed in service over the

Atlantic Ocean. Placed in reserve on January 20, 1969;

last used on August 21, 1969. It is still operable, but

canhot be maintained on station. Its future utility has,

therefore, been diminished.



INTELSAT II Series

F-1: Launched on October 26, 1966, but failed to achieve

synchronous orbit due to malfunction of on-board

propulsion system (apogee motor).

F-2: Launched on January 11, 1967, and placed in service

over the Pacific Ocean. Not in commercial service.

F-3: Launched on March 22, 1967, and placed in service

over the Atlantic Ocean. All systems are operational,

but is presently on reserve. This satellite was used

from July 4-hand Nov. 26-Dec. 2 when INTELSAT III

(F-6) experienced antenna trouble.

F-4: Launched on September 27, 1967, a.nd placed in service

over the Pacific Ocean.

INTELSAT III Series 

F-1: Launched on September 18, 1968, but failed to achieve

orbit due to a launch vehicle malfunction.

F-2: Launched on December 18, 1968, and placed in service

over the Atlantic Ocean. Ceased Op3ration on June 29,

1969; resumed operation August 1, 1969. Ceased

operation again on May 24, 1970, and is no longer con-

sidered usable. The operational difficulties were due

to stalling of the rotating antenna shaft.

F-3: Launched on February 5, 1969, and originally placed

in service over the Pacific Ocean and then repositioned

over the Indian Ocean where it is presently providing

commercial service.

F-4: Launched on May 2 1 , 1969, and placed in service over

the Pacific Ocean where it is presently providing

commercial service.
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F-5: Launched on July 25, 1969, but failed to achieve

orbit due to a launch vehicle malfunction.

F-6: Launched on January 14, 1970, and placed in

service over the Atlantic Ocean. The rotating

antenna shaft stalled on July 4, 1970, and the

satellite was restored to full service by July 11,

1970. The antenna shaft stalled again on November 26,

1970, and the satellite was restored to full service by

December 2, 1970. This satellite is presently fully

operational.

F-7: Launched on April 22, 1970, and placed in service

over the Atlantic Ocean.

F-8: Launched July 23, 1970, but failed to achieve

synchronous orbit due to a malfunction which

occurred during the firing of the on-board pro-

pulsion system (apogee motor).

There have been a total of 13 launches of INTELSAT satellites in

the period from April 6, 1965, to December 31, 1970. The percentage

of failure (did not achieve synchronous orbit) is 30.8%. The percentage

for this limited experience is somewhat higher than the predicted 25%.

Advanced Satellites 

The first of the next generation satellite, the INTELSAT IV series,

was successfully launched on January 25, 1971. This first INTELSAT IV

satellite is planned for service in the Atlantic Ocean area. The second

and third INTELSAT IV satellites are presently planned for launch in the

third and fourth quarters of 1971, respectively.
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Satellite Operational Capabilities 

There has been a substantial growth in the capacity and improvement

in performance characteristics of the INTELSAT satellites since the

first generation spacecraft. The principal features and operational

capabilities of the various types of INTELSAT satellites are shown

in Appendix C.

Tracking, Telemetry and Command 

Overall operational control of the INTELSAT system is accomplished

by specialized stations which perform tracking, telemetry, and

command (TT&C) functions. The TT&C stations are operated under

lease or other arrangements with INTELSAT.

The four TT&C stations, spaced around the world, are at Andover,

Maine; Fucino, Italy; Carnarvon, Australia; and Paumalu, Hawaii.

Earth Stations 

During 1970, the following ten new earth station antennas were placed

into commercial operation:

Atlantic Ocean Region: Choconta, Colombia; Thermopylae,

Greece, and Camatagua, Venezuela.

Pacific Ocean Region: Kim San, Korea, and Bartlett, Alaska;

Sri Racha, Thailand (second antenna).

Indian Ocean Region: Kuantan, Malaysia; Buitrago, Spain

(second antenna); Fucino, Italy (second antenna), and Longorot, Kenya.

At the close of the year, 51 earth station antennas were in operation

at 43 earth stations in 30 countries. Approximately 70 antennas at

58 earth stations in 43 countries are expected to be in operation by the

end of 1971.
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Utilization of the INTELSAT System

The growth in utilization of the INTELSAT 'ystem from the first

year of operation in 1965 through 1970, and estimates of 1971

utilization, are shown in Table 1. The number of full-time leased

two-way circuits, for voice and record service, has increased from

75 in 1965 to 2129 at the end of 1970. The latter figure represents

a 50 percent increase over the previous year. Global television time

in the INTELSAT system has also steadily increased from 40 half-

channel hours in 1965 to approximately 997 half-channel hours in 1970.

Year Ending 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

(Est.)

Full time leased

two-way voice

circuits. (All

classes of terminals)

75 86 344 560 1416 2129 4135

Television Time
(Half channel hours)

' 'ransrnit

Receive

40

40

76

76

225

225

—

666

706

779

1047

997

1431

1050

1480

TABLE 1

GROWTH IN UTILIZATION

THE INTELSAT SYSTEM
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Use of Communications Satellite  Service by NASA 

The use of commercial satellite communications service by NASA
began in February 1967, being first used for direct communications
to the APOLLO stations. The use of INTELSAT service continued
through 1970 and is now used throughout the space tracking and.

control networks.

The NASA Communications System, used for tracking and control
circuits to each NASA tracking station, has taken advantage of the

large bandwidths provided by INTELSAT satellites. In 1970 NASA
began operational use of the first transatlantic wideband satellite

circuit to Madrid, Spain. Expanded use of this type service as it

becomes available on a global basis, will enable the space tracking
and control systems to operate in a more efficient and economical

manner.

Worldwide television coverage via communications satellite was

given to the dramatic recovery of the astronauts on the aborted

APOLLO 13 mission.

Special Events 

The unique capability of communication satellites to transmit live

television broadcasts across the oceans was demonstrated again

throughout 1970. Various important public affairs events of world-

wide interest were relayed via INTELSAT satellites, including:
President Nixon's visit to Europe, Vice President Agnew's visit to

Japan, Prime Minister Wilson's visit to the United States, French

„President Pompidou's visit to the United States, Indonesian President
Suharto's visit to the United States, the funeral of former French

President de Gaulle, the funeral of Egyptian President Nasser, the
visit of the Pope to the Far East, the Pope's celebration in Rome of

Easter Mass and of Christmas Mass, .the signing of a Russian-German
agreement, the Mideast crisis, aircraft skyjacking, the APOLLO 13
mission, and a number of sports events of international interest.
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SUMMARY 

(Opportunities and Challenges)

The first operational commercial communications satellite was

deployed to meet expanding telecommunication requirements in

the North Atlantic region. This original service was available

only between North America and Western Europe, and then only

between two earth stations at any given time. Subsequent operational

satellites (INTELSAT II's and III's) are providing multipoint communi-

cations in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean regions to those

nations with earth stations, thereby assuring them efficient, economical,

direct access to the global system.

Up to 1970, the effort has been to establish the global system by

deploying communications satellites and encouraging nations to build

earth stations. Now that the system has been established, there is

a need to improve its overall system reliability by providing appropriate

system redundancy and increasing the individual reliability performance

of the earth stations. There is an opportunity to promote the early

utilization of advancing technology which will bring the benefits of direct

access to the global system within the economic means of any nation

desiring such access.

The United States will continue to support the global commercial

communications satellite system which is made available to all

nations -- large and small, developed and developing -- on a non-

discriminatory basis by INTELSAT.
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APPENDIX C

INTELSAT SATELLITES 

GROWTH IN OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY



ITEM

Diameter, inches

Height, inches
(overall)

Initial Weight, lb.

(in orbit)

Design Lifetime

(years)

Total two-way

telephone circuits,

or

TV Channels

a

APPENDIX C

INTELSAT I INTELSAT INTELSAT INTELSAT
(Early Bird) II in IVa

Parameters estimated.

28.4 56.0 56.0 93.8

47.1 51.0 78.0 208.0

85 190 334 1587

1-1/2 3 5

240 240 1200 3000 to
9000c

1 1 4 12

b 
When used with standard earth stations.

-c Depending on type modulation, number of carriers per repeater, and

antenna beam width used.

d
in lieu of telephone circuits.

INTELSAT SATELLITES

GROWTH IN OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY
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OF F ICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
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ubiect: Annual Report on Activities and Accomplishments
under the Communications Satellite Act of 1962

fa: Mr. William J. Hopkins
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Report to the Congress under the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962. A proposed letter of transmittal has. also been
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Department of State
Department of Defense
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TO THE CONGRESS or THE UNITED STATES

There have been many significant accom
plishments in commerical

satellite communications during the l960' s.
 These include important

milestones:

- Demonstration of the feasibility of satel
lite

communications for practical uses;

- Enactment of the Communications Satellite 
Act

1962;

•••••

Establishment of the Communications Satellit
e

Corporation;

of

Creation of the International Telecommunic
ations

Satellite Consortium ONTELSAThand

Establishment and oi?eration of a Global 
Commerical

Communications Satellite System.

These unprecedented achievements were fac
ilitated by the policy

of the United States to make the services attaina
ble through communi-

cations satellite technology available to the nat
ions of the world.

The outstanding success of INTELSA.T is the 
product of enlightened

international cooperation between the particip
ating member nations

of the Consortium. Through this cooperat
ive effort was created the

INTELSAT system which is today providing 
international telecom-

munication services to much of the world.

The rapid progress toward establishment of
 the global system and

the accelerated application of advanced te
chnology have demonstrated

the basic soundness of the institutional a
rrangements in the interim

multilateral agreement. This progress has been the result of

INTELSA.T's effective decision making pe
rformance and COMSAT 's

accomplishments in planning and execution, a
s Manager for INTELSAT.

These achievements are a tribute to human 
creativity and international

cooperation in surmounting the substantial 
impediments (technical,

social, political and economic) normally 
encountered in the introduction

of a new technology.

The full impact of our progress was gra
phically portrayed when I sat

in The White House in July and talked to 
Neil Armstrong and

Edwin Aldrin on the surface of the Mo
on, an experience shared with

people throughout the world through the 
medium of satellite communi-

cations.



The challenges ahead are to address further the comp
lex

factors facing mode r» society and to forinul ate meanin
ful

national and international policy to exploit. the growing 
opportunities

offered by sa(ellite communications technology. A spec
ific task

ahead for the United States is the successful completion 
of the

INTYLSAT Conference in 1970 leading to a rnultila t
ern) agreement

on Definitive Arranp,ements. The objective of the United States

in this regard is to build upon the achievements of the 
Consortium

since the interim Arrangements were established in 196,1
.

Under section 110'(a) of the Communications Satellite Act of l96
?.,

I am transmitting to the Congress this seventh report on the

national. program, which is successfully advancing satellite

communications technology. This report reflects the stead),

progress being made toward implementing the policy declared 
by

the Congress in the Act to establish, as expeditiously a
s possible,

a commercial. communications satellite system, as part of 
an

improved global communications network. Already we see major

in-q»..ovements in international telecommunication capabilities

which are providing significant benefits for all peoples.

THE 'DOUSE

January 3970

vi

RICHARD NIXON
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Through the Communications Sat chile Act of 1962, t
he Congress

of the United States enunciated national policy "to e
stablish, in

conjunction and in cooperation with other countries, 
as expeditiously

as practicable a commercial. communications sat
ellite system as part

of an improved global communications network, whi
ch will be responsive

to public needs and national objectives, which will s
erve the communi-

cation needs of the United States and other countrie
s, and which will

contribute to world peace and understa.ndini..,,. " The 
Act also declared

it to be United States policy that "in order to facilitate
 this dewn.opment

and to provide for the widest possible participatio
n by private enterprise,

United States participation in the global system shall be
 in the form

of a private corporation, subject to appropriate 
governmental

regulations. " The Communications Satellite Cor
poration (COMSAT),

incorporated in the District of Columbia on Febr
uary 1, 1963, has

served to carry out the intent of the Congress.

Prior to development of communication satellite 
technology inter-

continental telecommunication services were provi
ded by high

frequency radio and submarine cable. The classical institutional

arrangements for such ser vice were e stab] i shed 
bilateral] y between

United States communication common carriers and 
those of foreign

nations.

The advent of communication. satellites with, their 
potential for

enhancing into telecommunications presented a challenge

to the ingenuity of the United States and the in
ternational comniunit y

to establish arrangements designed to yield the 
greatest benefits.

Rather than choosing to continue the bilateral a
pproach, it was decided

that new institutional arrangements involving a m
ultilateral agreement

with a large number of nations was the more desi
rable alternative.

Summary of Progress

During 1969 progress continued to be made by the IN
TELSAT Consortium

in establishing and operating the Global Com
mercial Communications

Satellite System. In five and one-half years INTELSAT has grown
 from

an initial membership of II participating nations 
to its year-end member

ship of 70 nations. A progress chart showing
 the various programs



contributing to the establishment of commercial con-n-nunications

satellite services is shown in Appendix A. The loc
ations of the

satellites and ea3.-th stations of the Global System 
are shown in

Appendix B.

Significant milestones in 1969 were the successful laun
ching of

two MIT:LSAT III series satellites, a new genera
tion of improved

operational satellites; and the design and development by
 industry

of the more advanced INTELSAT iv series satellites. 
The Global

System has experienced a steady growth in use of the ava
ilable capacity

of the space segment. The space segment facilities of 
the Global

System continued to provide high quality telephone, tel
egraph,

television and related services. Eighteen additional. earth stations

were activb.ted in various countries during the year. 
With the I.

initiation of commercial service via the INTELSAT system to 
the Indian

'Ocean basin and the Near-East, global coverage was achieved.

Users of the system have thus obtained improved internatio
nal telecom-

munications. For example, the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration used leased INTELSAT facilities as a. portion o
f its total

telecommunications network supporting the APOLLO manne
d space

operations. It is estimated that half a billion people watched the

APOLLO astronauts on the Moon via television relayed by

satellites.

Evaluation of Accomplishments

There have been major technical and institutional 
accomplishments

since enactment of the C,ornmunications Satellite Act of
 1962. These

have provided imiiproved into telecommunications throughout

the world. The basic goal established by the Congress ha
s been

largely achieved — far more rapidly than was expected
. Major

milestones in the development of the global system include:

••

Establishment of the Communications Satellite

Corporation in February 1963;

The International Agreement Establishing Interim

Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communi-

cations Satellite System on August 20, 1964;

Operation of the first commercial communications

satellite (EARLY. BIRD) June 1965; and

Achievement of global coverage the INTF,LSAT

System in July 1969.
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In evaluating this progress, it mu.st be noted that
 not only a.dva.nced

nations but also many of the developing, countries 
have planned. and

installed earth stations to make use of this new m
ode of telecom-

munication. The rapid establishment of the space segment and

growth in numbers of earth stations have meant t
hat for the first time,

particularly in the developing areas of the world,
 high quality, reliable,

and reasonably priced international telecommunic
ation services

have become available. Furthermore, the live distribution of television

over transoceanic regions has become routine.

The progress which has been achieved with the 
first three generations

of operational. commercial communication sate
llites represents a

profoundly important step toward a new order of ca
pability for world-

wide communication. This progress enhances the process of erstablishing

worldwide interconnection of all modes of telecommuni
cation and

thereby increases the possibilities for the enrichme
nt of mankind through

the sharing of knowledge, Future accomplishments will be limited only by

the imagination, skill, and cooperation of the nations
 participating in

this challenging venture in space._

There are additional tasks ahead, however, if the 
full range of goals

established by the Congress are to be met. Continued concern for the

interaction of policy, planning and. technology will 
be needed to bring the

benefits of communications by satellite to more of the dev
eloping areas

of the Nmorld, particularly to the centers of low-de
nsity traffic.

Further attention is also needed to expand the rang
e of telecommunication

services by applying in progressively greater mea
sure the potential

of communication satellite technology.

One of the impoftant unfinished tasks ahead is t
o complete the INTELSAT

Conference and to reach agreement with our 
partners on the Definitive

Arrangements for INTELSAT. The United States
' objective is to build

upon the solid accomplishments of the Consortium
 since the Interim

Arrangements were established in 1964.
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NATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The keynote of the United States' 
activities in satellite communi-

cations is the mutual support and c
ooperation demonstrated by the

United States Government-Industry t
eam, coupled with the enlightened

international cooperation by the mem
bers of INTELSA9.1. These

joint efforts enabled INTELSAT to mov
e rapidly toward its goals

of establishing, a successful internatio
nal commercial enterprise, and

of increasing the participation of the 
partner nations in research,

development and manufacture in this new 
field of technology.

There follows a. summary of significant 
activities during 1969 m

furtherance of our national communicati
on satellite policy; and of

the concurrent planning which has bee
n undertaken. to maintain the

rapid pace of progress in satellite techno
logy and its adaptation to

the needs of modern society.

Federal Coordination and Planning

The Director of Telecommunications 
Management and the Department

of State, in coordination with the Federa
l Communications Commission

,

continued active participation in fulfil
ling Executive Branch respons

i-

bilities assigned to the President by th
e Communications Satellite

Act of 1962.

The principal activitie's of the Director o
f Telecommunications Manage-

ment and the Department of State in th
is functional area during the year

included:

- Providing policy guidance to COMSA
T, acting as the

United States representative in 
meetings of the Interim

Communications Satellite Committee 
(ICSC), of

INTELSAT.

- Participating in the work of the Unit
ed States Delegation

to the Plenipotentiary Conference 
on Definitive Arrange-

ments for the International Telecomm
unications Satellite

Consortium, initially convened on Fe
bruary 2.1, 1969.

Maintaining continuous review of all s
ignificant phases of

the development and op.. ration of the
 Global System

including activities of the Communic
ations Satellite Corpor•

ati on, particularly with regard to
 INTEJ...-.;AT III and IV

sateflit es.
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Helping attain efficient use of the electr
omagnetic

spectrum and technical compatibility 
of communi-

cation satellite systems with existing te
lecommuni-

cation facilities.

Collaborating with other interested agen
cies and

departments (including the Department o
f Transportation,

the Federal Aviation Administration, the 
Federal

Communications Commis 61.031 and the N
ational

Aeronautics and Space Administration) in
 national

planning and development with regard to 
use Of

satellites for aeronautical purposes.

Federal Support

The National Aeronautics and Space Adm
inistration (NASA.) continued

to provide launch vehicle.s and launch ser
vices on a reimbursable

basis for placing INTELSAT satellites into 
transfer orbit for the

Consortium, through COMSAT serving as 
Manager for INTELSAT;

and to provide technical advice and assist
ance to COMSAT, as well. as

technical. advice to the Federal Communicati
ons Commission.

The principal activities performed by NASA
 in this functional area

during the year included:

••11

•••• ••••

Launching additional INTELSAT HI s
eries satellites.

Providing technical consultation se
rvice to COMSAT

in a number of instances. NASA made its experience

available to COMSAT in connection w
ith various a.spects

of spacecraft technology, and space
craft under design,

development and test.

Continuing to furnish technical advice
 and comments to the

Federal Communications Commission
 (FCC) on a number

of applications filed by COMSAT and 
on other matters in

respect to satellite communications
 and earth stations.

Making available for commercial pu
rposes and on a

reimbursable basis during the year tel
evision relay

services via the Applications Techno
logy Satellites

ATS-1 and ATS-3.



III

THE JNTERNAT TONAL TET.1ECOMM
UN1 CAT IONS

SATE LUTE CONSORTIUM (INTELS
AT)

Membership

INTELSAT continued to grow during 39
69, increasing its member-

ship and extending services to new ar
eas. The addition of seven

members during the year brought tota
l. membe.rship in the Consortium

to 70 countries. The new member
s are: Callier0011, Guatemala,

Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Luxembourg,
 Nicaragua, and Republic of Viet

Nam. In addition, the following eight countries
 have obtained

allocated quotas and can accede at a
ny time: Bolivia, Democratic

Republic of the Congo, Costa Rica, D
ominican Republic, Ecuador,

Honduras, Paraguay, and Trinidad an
d Tobago.

The interest and active participation
 of so many countries in establish

-

ing a viable and useful Global Commer
cial Communications Satellite

System is an indication of the promi
se of this new mode of communi-

cations for providing improved inter
national telecommunication services

.

Interim Communications Satellite Commit
tee (lCSC)

The ICSC, as governing body of the
 organization, continued its normal

bi-monthly meeting schedule for the purp
ose of planning and directing t

he

development and operation of the I
NTELSAT system. The Committee

dealt with a wide variety of issues
 and problems during the year, in-

cluding among others:

11.0.11 Approval of certain design and 
engineering changes in

the ll\ITELSAT III satellite series
 and for ordering

additional satellites;

Approval of the exercise of options 
under the

INTELSAT IV satellite procurem
ent contract for

the purchase of additional s
atellites;

Approval of launch arrangements an
d contracts

relating to 'WET SAT III incl INTELSAT IV series

satellites;

Continual review and revision of c
ontingency plans

for operation of the space seg
ment of the global.

system;
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Renewal, of the service contract wi
th the National

Aeronautics and Space Admini.F.;tr
ation to extend

NA.SCOM Communication Ser Vic
es in support of the

APOLLO program until Septembe
r l970;

F.;sta.blishment of policy relating
 to conditions under

which INTELSAT inventions and
 data can be utilized

by Signatories for cornmunica.tion 
satellite systems,

including earth stations;

Continual review of INTELSAT's u
ser charges in-

cluding consideration of the method
 of charging for

multi-destination television tran
smissions;

Approval, of new earth stations to w
ork with the space

segment of the Global System;

Determination of technical. compat
ibility between. the

INTELSA.T existing_a.nd planned 
space segment and the

proposed domestic communicati
ons satellite system of

Canada;

Appointment of a new pan.el, of le
gal. experts from which

presidents of arbitration tribuna
ls will be selected;

Coordination with the Internati
onal Civil. Aviation

Organization to discuss possib
ilities and. implications

of the establishment or an ae
ronautical communication-

satellite service;

Definitive Arrangements for INTE
LSAT

Pursuant to the terms of Artic
le IX of the 1961 Intergovernmenta

l

Agreement Establishing Inter
im Arrangements for a Global

Commercial Communications Sate
llite System, the Government of

the United States convened a co
nference in Washington, D. C., in

February 1969 to consider def
initive arrangements for the globa

l

system. The Plenipotentiary Conference on 
Definitive Arrangements

for the inter:iational Telecommuni
cations Satellite Consortium met

in Washington for four weeks, 
recessing on March 21, after es

tablish-

ing a Preparatory Committee to 
carry forward the work of the Co

n-

ference.

The Conference Plenary wa
s participated in by sixty-seven of

 the

then sixty-eight member 
countries, by observers from twent

y-nine

non-member countries, and 
observers from the UN Secretariat 

and

the ITU. Of this total of ninety-eight
 delegations to the Conference,
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about: forty-five participated in the 
work of the Preparatory

Commit:tee. The Preparatory 
Committee met in Washington, D. C. ,

for four weeks during June and ;July,
 for three weeks during

September and again for more than th
ree weeks in November and

December to try to resolve difference
s of views and formulate

draft agreements.

The Conference Plenary is now sched
uled to reconvene in Washington,

D. C., on February 16, 1970, to co
nsider the Preparatory Committee

report and complete work on Definitive
 Arrangements for INTEL,c.;AT.

I.
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Iv

PROGRESS IN ESTABLISHING AND OPERATING

THE GLOBAL SYSTEM

Background

The Global System has grown steadily since operations began in

June 3965. The market for international services by satellite

consists of requirements of the international telecommunication

carriers.

An overview of and the progress made by INTELSAT toward esta
blish-

ing and operating the Global System can be seen in Appendices A and

B.

Conceptual Framework of the Global System

Communication satellites placed Ili synchronous altitude equatorial

(geostationary) orbit provide a unique transmission medium for all.

types of telecommunication services. Essentially, the synchronous

altitude equatorial corridor -- when active repeater communication

satellites are employed -- is virtually a ZZ, 300 mile high ionospheric

belt which can be exploited to extend the range of telecommunication

capability. The fundamental attributes of this rev-)hilionary mode of

communications include an unprecedented degree of versatil
ity and

flexibility together with high capacity that can he achieved at e
conomically

viable costs per channel.

The INTELSAT system is based on the deployment of a relatively fe
w

high performance geostationary communication satellites so loca
ted

in orbit as to provide essentially global coverage. The specific configur-

ation of the Global system is achieved by placing the individual satellites

so as to optimize the coverage in (a) the Atlantic Ocean Basin, (h) the

Pacific Ocean Basin and (c) the Indian Ocean Basin. All satellites after

INTELSAT I (Early Bird) have multiple access capabilities which enable

several earth stations to use a single satellite simultaneously. A

system with these coverage and operational features enhances the

availability of the satellites to a maximum number of nations.

Technical control of the INTELSAT satellite operation, orbit positioning

and monitoring of the satellites status is accomplished from a select

number of tracking, telemetry, command and monitoring (TTC&M)

earth stations comprising a system control network.

Space Segment Development

The INTELSAT system is based on an integrated systems approach
 in

both systems design (configuration) and management in the establish-

ment and operation of the system. Since a few geostationary satellites
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allow eXtenflive geogr;,phic coverag
e, global in scope, the in stitutional

arrangements of INTELSAT provide an o
pportunity for applying

an orderly and integrated syt-Aerns ap
proach to the design of the

system. The current configuration of the INTEL
SAT system with

the. present operational satellites is s
hown in Appendix B.

pe rational Satellites

The operational system of 3969 consisted
 primarily of INTELSAT III

series satellites with secondary relia
nce on the INTELSAT H satellites

and the single INTELSAT I (Early Bird
) satellite.

• INTF,11S.AT 1 (Early Bird)

The first INTELSAT satellite, Early Bir
d, positioned in

geostationary orbit over the Atlantic Oce
an was retired

from service on January 20, 1969, and us
ed as an in-orbit

spare. This satellite had provided regular com
mercial

service between North America and Weste
rn Europe since

June 28, 1965. Early Bird was placed ba.cl: into com
mer-

cial service for a short period from June 
30, 1969 to

August 37, 1969, when difficulty was exp
erienced with

the INTELSAT HI (F-2) antenna.

- INTELSAT Ii Series

Two of the three INTELSAT II series 
satellites successfully

launched during 1967 were jfl service at
 the end of the year.

The lNTELSAT 3.1 (Y-3) satellite positioned ove
r the Atlantic

has-been used during most of 1969 to 
provide service between

North America and Ascension and Gra
nd Canary Islands as

well as to the NASA APOLLO Track
ing and Data Acquisition

Ship in the Atlantic. This satellite was also used for service

during the failure of the Atlantic INT
ELSAT III satellite.

The Pacific INTELSAT 11. (F-4) sate
llite is used to provide

part of the commercial service betwe
en the U. S. mainland

and Hawaii.

• INTET,SAT Ill Series

During 1969 two INTELSAT HI series s
atellites were successfully

launched and placed into geostationar
y orbit. Another INTELSAT

III satellite was launched in July but 
failed to reach orbit due to

a malfunction of the third stage of the D
elta launch vehicle. The

two satellites launched this year plus 
the satellite successfully

launched at the close of 1968 has all
owed an INTELSAT HI

satellite to be positioned over each of t
he three ocean areas,

Atlantic, Pacific•and Indian.
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One portion of one of the amplifiers
 in the Indian Ocean

satellite has failed, requiring earth 
stations to transmit

greater power. Overall quality and maximum capacit
y

has not changed, however, and the 
satellite continues to

provide full-time service.

The Atlantic satellite has provided 
for most of the Atlantic

Basin traffic during 1969, but it ex
perienced antenna problems

from June 29, 1969 to. July 28, 1969 
during which time it was

not able to carry any traffic.

Technical modifications have been m
ade on subsequent satellites

in this series. For example, the INTELSAT III satellit
e

which is positioned over the Pacific O
cean has not.experi-

enced any difficulties since being lau
nched and continues to

provide the majority of commercial s
ervice in the Pacific

region.

Advanced Satellites

The next generation of satellites, the
 INTELSAT IV series,

is under construction and is scheduled
 for launching beginning

in 197). The original contract, placed in O
ctober 1968,

called for delivery of a prototype and 
four flight models.

A contract option for two additional 
flight models was

exercised in October 1969. Another option for two additional

flight models was exercised in Dec
ember J.969. The.

Atlas Centaur was selected during 
1969 to be the launch

vehicle for the INTELSAT IV series 
satellites.

Satellite Operational Capabilities

There has been a substantial growth 
in the size and perform-

ance characteristics of the INTELSA
T satellites from the

first generation model. Early Bird. 
The principal features

and operational capabilities of the 
various types of INTELSAT

satellites are shown in Appendix C.
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Tracking, Telemetry, Command and Monitoring

•Pi

Overall operational control of the INTELSAT system is accom-

plished by specialized stations which perform tracking, telemetry,

command and monitoring (TTC&M) functions. These stations track

the individual satellites in the INTELSAT system, receive telemetry

data which indicate the performance and status of the satellites, a
nd

transmit commands which control the various on-board communica-

tions and position keeping equipment. The TTC&M stations arc

operated under lease or other arra.ngements with INTELSAT.

The TTC&M stations at Andover, Maine; Paumalu, Hawaii;
 and Fucino,

Italy were placed in an operational status prior to 1969. A new
 station

located at Carnarvon, Australia, was placed into operational stat
us

during 1969.

Earth Stations

The year 1969 saw the largest annual increase in the num
ber of operational

earth stations in the history of INTELSAT. Eighteen new stations

became operational. New earth station antennas were placed into

operation in the following countries: Argentina, Australia 
(Carnarvon

No. 2, Ceduna), Bahrain, Brazil, Canada (Mill Village No.
. 2), Republic

of China, France (Plcumeur Bodou No. 2), Germany (Raist
ing No. 7),

Indonesia, Iran, Japan (Yamaguchi), Kuwait, Lebanon,
 Morocco, Peru,

United Kingdom (Hong Kong), and the United States (Gu
am).

At the close of the year, 41 earth station antennas were in o
peration

in 24 countrie.s." Nine other stations or additional antennas are
 expected

to be in service within the first six months of 1970. They are located

in the following countries: Colombia, East Africa (Kenya), 
Italy

(Fueino No. 3), Greece, India, Malaysia, Republic of Ko
rea, Spain

(Buitrago No. 2), and Thailand (Si Racha No. 2). In addition, nine more

stations are expected to be placed in operation during the l
atter half

of 1970.. One of these stations is to be located at Talkeetna, Alaska,

located about 90 miles north of Anchorage. This station is scheduled

to begin commercial operation by July 1, 1970.

Utilization of the Space Segment:

Each satellite in the INTELSAT system is accessed by a 
group of

earth stations as listed in Appendix 13. The utilization of the INTELSAT

satellites increased from a total of 75 two-way voice circui
ts provided

at the end of 1965, in 1436 circuits by the end 
of 1969. The growth in

utilization of the operational satellites is shown in 
Table 2.



Nurriber of Operational

INTELSAT Satellites
4 4

Satellite Utilization* 31. 3% 35. 8% 53. 3% 74.

Percent of Rated Capacity

Number of Leased 75 86 344 560

Two-way Voice Circuits

(All classes of terminals)

Number of Operational. 5 1 ;', 1 ti 23

Earth Station. Antennas
(Includes NASA terminals)

Year Ending 1965 1.966 1.967 1968

9%

5

44. 4%

5

37. 8%

14)6

41

1969

2877

1970
Estimaft

*"Utilization in percent of rated capacity" figures include the effec
t

that some non-standard earth stations are less efficient in utilizing

satellite capacity.

TABLE 2
GROWTH OF UTILIZATION

THE INTELSAT SYSTEM

The higher capacity INTELSAT III series satellites and the increasin
g

nurnber of operational earth stations throughout the world made possible

the dramatic increase in voice traffic utilization in 1969.

The transmission of television via the INTELSAT satellites has increased

from approximately 40 hours in 1965 to approximately 760 hours in

1969.
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Use by NASA_

The NASA Operational Communications System began using com-

mercial satellite service for APOLLO support in February 1967,

and the use of the INTELSAT service continued throughout 1969.

The APOLLO manned flights conducted in 1969 i»cluded the use of

satellite service to the three instrumentation ships outfitted for

direct communications via communication satellites of the INTELSAT

system. This provided the APOLLO Mission Director in Houston,

Texa.s, a capacity to effect real time direction of the orbiting APOLLO

spacecraft.

Special Events

The unique capability of communication satellite to transmit live

television broadcasts across the oceans was demonstrated throughout

the year. Various important public affairs events of world-wide

interest were relayed via INTELSAT satellites.

Among the major events relayed via. communication satellites during

1969 were: the inauguration of President Nixon, the funeral of

General Eisenhower, the DeGaulle referendum in France and the

French maional elections, President: Nixon's meeting with Presi
dent

Thi cu, President Nixon's visits to Western Europe, Romania and t
he

Far East, the Investiture of the Prince of Wales, the Pope's visit 
to

Uganda, the Wimbledon tennis tournament, the U. S. baseball 
World

Series, and the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) in 
Helsinki,

Finland.

Of special interest were the live television broadcasts of the

APOLLO 9, 10, 11 and 12 missions. The historic APOLLO 11

moonlanding showing man's first: steps on the surface of the
 Moon,

was one of the most: dramatic and significant scientific accomp
lish-

ments in history. The moonlanding was relayed by communication

satellite to five continents, which also made it the most widely

shared event in history.
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V

SUM MARY

(Oppo-rtunities and Challenges)

The first operational commercial communications satellite (Early Bird)
was deployed to meet expanding telecommunication requirements
in the high traffic volume North Atlantic region. Subsequent opera-
tional satellites (INTELSA.T IPs and Ill's) are providing satellite
capability in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean regions to those
nations with earth stations, thereby assuring then-) efficient, economical,
direct access to the Global System. There is an opportunity tC.;
promote the development of technology which will accommodate low-
density traffic sources throughout the world. Here the challenge is to

promote the early utilization of advancing technology which will bring

the benefits of direct access to the Global System within the econornic
means of any nation desiring such access.

The initial use of the Global System has been to provide international
public telecommunication services. There is an. opportunity for

technical and management innovations to take advantage of the unique

attributes offered by advancing technology in expanding the range of

telecommunication services by making broader applications of
communication satellites. Here the challenge is to address the
complex technical., social., political and economic: problems and
formulate meaningful United States national and international policy.

Finally, many opportunities are presented to the nation in bringing
the benefits of satellite communications to mankind. In meeting
this challenge, the United States will, continue to support the Global
Commercial Communications Satellites System which is made
available to all nations -- large and small, developed and developing —
on a non-discriminatory basis by the International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT).
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APPENDIX C

INTELSAT SATELLITES

pROWTH IN OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY



APPENDIX C

1'1'1.7,1\4

Diameter, inches

Height, inches

(overall)

Weight, lb

(in orbit)

Design Lifetime

(Years)

Total two-way

tel ephone

circuit sb, or

TV Channelsd

••••••11140.......

.••••••

INTELSA.T I INTELSA.T

(Early BirdJJI•..

28.4 56.0

47.).

85

I -1/2

2.10

1

51. 0

190

3

•1

T E LSAT
III

.r ... .a

56. 0

78. 0

322

1200

4

1NTELSA

JVa

93. 0

193. 0

1584

7

3,000

to

9, 000c

12

_

aParameters estimated.

bWhen used with standard Earth Stations having 85 to 97-ft. diameter.

qDepending on type modulation, number of carriers per repeater, an
d

antenna beam width used.

din lieu of telephone circuits.

JNTELSAT SATELLITES

GROWTH IN OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY


